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Abstract : Multifunctional Rendering Swarm robot make a 

huge impact in this present busy world . This robot works perfectly 
as an surveillance robot  as well as an personal assisting robot for 
household purposes and most of the work that carried on is  
swarm mechanism of the personal assisting robots. This have dual 
mechanism for moment such as  mecanum wheel as well as Klann 
mechanism to the six legs to overcome the hard terrain  
landscapes in particular house surroundings , with and arm 
mechanism to pick and place of  assigned objects. This robot can 
be controlled by voice as well as limited hand gestures to perform 
tasks which use text to speech and speech to text, Convolution 
Neural Networking (CNN) respectively . This robot have a 3600 
night vision camera for surveillance at night times through 
OpenCV . This will be doing parallel jobs such as talking to you as 
an assistant , cleaning  house , and many more . as the 
advancement in the world is not up-to the real time applications, 
this helps in interfacing future and present situations to get 
updated. As swarm robots, this will be updating its status to the 
fellow robots  and assigning  particular task to divide and do faster 
which depends on deep learning and artificial intelligence. All this 
can be acknowledged and examined  by any nominee of the user  
who are at distant places in case of any emergency  and respond as 
a speech modulation talk back , digital display  available for 
commands display or any work been processed, time consuming 
smart work is been done through this robot. This is  also equipped 
with the sanitizer for the people hygiene and safety. This robots 
can also be used in military, schools,  software industries and 
many more industries.  

 
Keywords : Klann Mechanism, Macanum wheel, Night 

Vision Camera, Surveillance Robot, Swarm Robot . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Earthly creations have been constantly inspiring us in all the 
ways to make our work easier, this can through swarm 
intelligence (S.I). the emerging of the team behaviour proves 
that they have greater robustness in path planning as well as 
flexibility, allocation of tasks hierarchically, nest 
construction. As the swarm robot main function is to errand 
about investigating and solving of the action that need to be 
done this make its plan by Artificial intelligence (A.I) and  
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Machine Learning (M.L) algorithms and cover the area 
through a zigzag manner by minimizing of time. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Benefits of Swarm Intelligence ( S.I ) 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM HUMAN MACHINE 

INTERACTION 

As the advancement in  technology has a massive progress, 
here this robot uses the method of continuous analysing  of the 
data on  real time depth 3D imaging and mapping through 
flight camera, this also interfaced with human machine 
interaction ( HMI ) such as touch-based HMI, Vision / Light 
based HMI, Sound-based HMI for the real time interaction 
with the robot for performing of certain actions[6].  All this 
can be done through hand gesture of the human that is read by 
the robot or a machine with the help of camera, the gesture is 
been distinguished by two possible ways, such as static 
gesture ( which is hand shape or the posture) and dynamic 
gesture (Which is actually the gesture) , Machine learning 
algorithm such as CNN ( Convolution Neural Networking )  
because it uses image data, parameter sharing , special 
relationship as well as vanishing and exploding gradient. This 
follows a pattern of algorithm have pre-processing to  excel in 
quality of the image, balancing of the light and reduction of 
noise in the image and also focusing on the thresholding of 
extracted features, hand detecting block , tracking block , 
gesture identification block , Analyzation motion block [7].  

 
Fig. 2 Gesture Identification [7] 
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Fig. 3 Implementation Scheme 

 
We will be training with only minimum of nine gestures that 
can take the different actions that need to task Place such as  

III. PROPOSED MECANUM WHEEL MECHANISM 

Mecanum wheel have the unique feature of small rollers 
around the wheel with rollers attachment of  450 to line 
through the centre and at 45o to the plane of the wheel parallel 
to that of the  axis of rotation through pattern recognition 
equations which uses OpenCV, a massive image processing 
tool for vision based applications. This will be using 
unsupervised learning of k means clustering  have been used 
in many advancements, pattern recognition using a feature of  
ORB (Oriented FAST ( Feature from Accelerated Segment 
Test) and Rotated Brief)[8]. 

 
Fig. 4 Mecanum Wheel [8]. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Chassis  of the  Multifunctional Rendering  Robot. 

IV. KLANN MECHANISM 

This mechanism is used by the robot only when the mecanum 
wheel reaches out it degree of freedom and when the robot is 
in a situation that it cannot be moved, then this klann 
mechanism  activates and forms 6 legged hexapod mechanism 

to overcome that obstacle’s and move so easy with the 
balancing motion with the help of the readings from the 
gyroscope. This klann mechanism is been highly used in the 
recent operations as this mechanism is been used in rough 
terrains  and irregular paths. We use this mechanism so that it 
can climb  the stairs and also in any case where an obstacle 
emerges in the path of the robot surroundings . 

 
Fig. 6 Klann mechanism[13]. 

V. NIGHT VISION SURVEILLANCE CAMERA 

Smart home should have this night vision camera , so that the 
trespassers should be known at any point of time through an 
alert. As the human  eye have a very good ability to 
distinguish of the black and white or the grayscale. By using 
this infrared light technology or the night vision technology 
such as image enhancement or the image intensification,  it 
has a capability of capturing the video as same as of daylight. 
We will be using google nest cam IQ outdoor which is the best 
night vision security camera with a weatherproof rating of 
IP66, professional monitoring, two way audio and with a 
range of 50 feet or 1524 cms and with 130 degrees of 
wide-angle lens , 1920 x1080 Resolutions at 30 fps.   

 
Fig. 7 Google Nest Cam IQ Outdoor Security 

Camera[11]. 

VI. VOICE ASSISTANT FOR CONTROLLING OF 

ROBOT 

This is one its added advantage, through voice commands this 
will be helping the user to access the robot and know the 
present status of it , and can assign few jobs that need to be 
performed . we can train the robot to do a particular task as per 
the user wish commanding lines and in as far as know this is 
only accessing English language as the base functionality. 
Through the microphone, the voice input is been taken, we 
can know the present weather conditions , time and date, this 
will also do the google search  for any information, this will be 
playing us the songs for relaxation and works the best as a 
personal assistance. This can send mails to the unique person 
for personal information sharing. 
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As of now this will be  working through online, we can also 
access the sanitizer that is inbuilt in the robot that is refilled 
through manual process , this action can be done through 
voice command to the any of the swarm robot for the hygiene 
maintenance of the person and family. 

VII. ROBOTIC -ARM FOR PICK AND PLACE OF 

OBJECTS 

 
Fig. 8 Robotic  arm for pick and place of objects[12]. 

 
Robotic arm helps to pick and place of particular objects 
which have weight of less than 3 kgs and this  can open the 
door, place the utensils in the prescribed place , and cluster 
the undefined objects and place them at a corner and helps to 
give the balance to the robot in case of emergency . 

VIII. WORKING, SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE  

All the systems have been integrated to one robotic system, 
through CNN hand gesture recognition taken place for 
performing of tasks, voice control through a microphone and 
a speaker , Robotic arm with 6dof is been used , with the night 
vision to keep a spy look on the trespassers and also a 
sanitizer, and all the six legs of the robot works as spider 
walking in case of wheel mechanism couldn’t help at that 

particular landscapes, by using Klann mechanism.  
This is all done through the python programming, raspberry 
pi, through machine learning algorithms unsupervised 
learning is been concentrated and improvised through 
k-means clustering . 
We will be taking four robots nothing but the swarm robots, 
so they can assist in quick way, as well as this can assist the 
fellow robots in case of emergency , this can be formed by the 
queue type in  the night time for the overall monitoring of the 
house. For example :- If the house is in square or rectangular 
bit ,then the four robots will be  monitoring in all the four 
sides. 
Step : 1:-  As the robots power-on, It Greets the people 
around and moves forward and will be moving in and around 
the house to create its own grid points  and shares its 
co-ordinates to the other robots. 
Step: 2:-  As this process of surveillance, it updates the 
present situation of the house that all is clear or not.  
 Step: 3:-   By hearing or collecting a voice command of the 
user, it comes near to the user and collects the command that 
the task that is assigned to it to perform.  
Step: 4:-   whenever it finds the new guest coming to the 
house in the day time, it goes near them and advices to take 

sanitizer for their health hygiene. 
Step: 5:- In Nights, this will intimate the user whether any 
stranger enters the house, this can only be done through the 
face recognition concept which uses haar-cascade classifiers 
for the detection and intimates server representing through a 
graphical response and intimates the user through an alert.   
If the robot, faces a problem in its mecanum moment then the 
Klann mechanism activates and moves or climbs according to 
the required task that need to be done.  
All this robots assist themselves, If any of the  robot 
discharges due to any power lost or low charge , they go to 
them and gives few amount of power or charge so that the 
effected robot can go and get the required charge.  

IX. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

1) robot can be controlled by the voice over or through 
voice recognition. 

2) Robot can take the hand gestures for few tasks that need 
to taken place .  

3) This can detect the person and distinguished between 
the known persons and strangers. 

4) This have robotic arm for few tasks that can be 
performed such as pick and place operations. 

5) This have a mecanum wheel so that the robot can take 
the immediate action for the moment . 

6) In case the wheel mechanism doesn’t work the klann 

mechanism comes to action for performing particular 
tasks. 

7) This have a sanitizer inside the robot which can be 
controlled by voice for hygiene maintenance . 

8) This can work as an personal assistant for the home 
purpose. 

9) This have 360o night vision camera for the surveillance. 

X. CONCLUSION 

As the world is updating day by day, this robot have a unique 
feature to work exactly as the personal assistant, this robot is 
not as same as the smart home systems which work on IOT but 
this is one of it’s kind to clear the barrage between the future 

and the present systems. And thus there is much 
advancements that needed to be done on particular areas such 
as language , camera and with more hand gestures, uniting the 
mecanum and klann mechanism. This can also be 
implemented in may areas such as offices , hospitals and 
Many fields . The overview of this paper is to have a good 
surveillance,  through the above mentioned mechanisms and 
work as a personal assisting robot and for maintaining 
hygiene , well maintaining of social distance, intimating to the 
nomine in case of any emergency .  
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